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We have been working hard recently to become more involved in our local community and you
may have seen some of this via our Facebook page. We have started a ‘Buckden and Beyond
Book Hunt’ and encourage as many families as possible to join in. We hope that this will spread
further across the wider community as more people become involved.
Please can we also remind all parents that our lending library is still available for all children in
the main hallway. There are also bottle books available which combine a story and sensory
bottle. If you would like to take something home then simply sign it out using the form provided
and return to the hallway when finished.
We have also made some ‘Walking, Talking Maps’ for the village. We hope to encourage children
to explore our local community and develop their communication and vocabulary through
discussion. We currently have copies available for Mill Road, Hunts End, School Lane and also
Buckden Playing Fields and hope to introduce more soon!

Parent Partnerships
At Buckden we want to engage as many parents as possible to encourage
learning at home with what we do at Nursery. We have implemented a Parent Partnership
station next to where the sign-in laptop is situated.
Our current parent partnership activity is an Autumn Nature Hunt! We have provided large bags
with a checklist attached. Autumn provides many wonderful changes to our environment which
means collecting things are endless! Each room has been provided with a wire frame to create
an autumnal wreath so please collect as many leaves as you can!
This is a great learning opportunity and sensory experience for all ages, developing many areas
of learning. Send us some photos to our email at info@buckden-day-nursery.co.uk

Kitchen
Our new menu is in full swing and the delicious meals are warming us up on
the cold, rainy autumn days. Meals including lamb moussaka, chicken and
sweet corn lasagne, vegetable curry, lemon drizzle cake and coconut
crunch.

Please could we remind parents if they would like to request a birthday cake for their child,
Susan requires

at least 1 week notice, due to the dietary requirements of other

children in the nursery, making sure there is cake for all!
The cost of a birthday cake is £5 and a choice of chocolate or vanilla sponge. There are request
forms available where the information leaflets are outside Tiddler’s and Seahorse.

Tiddlers & Seahorses
We have already started exploring all things autumn in the Tiddler and Seahorse room by
providing an autumnal sensory tray for the babies to explore. This involves crunchy leaves,
sticks and conkers with careful supervision of exploring.
We are enjoying the muddy puddles outside by splashing in them with our hands and wellington
boots!
We will be exploring pumpkins as we come to the end of October. We will be
encouraging the babies to use their hands to gain the full sensory experience of
the inside of a pumpkin. We will also provide spoons and other tools to explore
with developing the children’s hand eye co-ordination, fine-motor skills and
communication.
We are very excited with our new Hartbeeps sessions that we are having every
Wednesday! The babies are enjoying the sensory experiences and stimulation,
developing many areas of learning.
We are always continuously developing our book corner with a range of books including texture
ones, sound ones, lift-up-flap books and singing ones. The babies thoroughly enjoy our book area
and spend a lot of time there, making themselves cosy and exploring the pictures and also
sharing quality time with key workers.
Please continue to provide us with a variety of clothes to change with the weather being wet.

Goldfish
We have loved seeing your handprints that you have sent in of your children and parents (and
even pets)! Thank you for joining in with this home learning activity, and we hope that you had
fun as well!
Several parents have been sending in pictures of what they have been up to at
the weekends, such as visiting London to see the trains, going to the park or
even going on fire engines. We love seeing what you have been up to, and the
children have great pleasure in showing their friends the pictures, with us
telling your stories. If you are able to take photos of any fun activities you get
up to, please feel free to send them via Famly or via email.

Last month we were looking at what happens at the farm, and what
animals we can find. We will continue this, as this is a strong interest
with the children in Goldfish. In October, we will be focusing on what
animals we may find outside and how the season is changing through
leaf printing, garden collage hunts, and making dough hedgehogs.
Please can we remind parents to bring in all-in-one
outdoor suits to wear as the weather is turning, and also bringing in suitable
changes of clothes, in case they get wet from the garden.
Thank you for your continued input into our learning journeys.
Goldfish team – Kim, Clare and Estelle

Seashells
This month we have been focusing on Goldilocks
and the 3 bears. We are going to use our creative
skills using a range of mark making resources to
create our imitations of the three bears and
Goldilocks. This will help us develop our fine
motor skills along with our communication,
literacy and sharing skills.
We will also be exploring our senses through some
tactile trays using porridge oats to make the three
bears food. We will be creating a chair for Goldilocks and placing the bears into their own beds.
We will be taking our interest activity outside by creating a house for the three bears, also
building three different sized beds encouraging language of sizes and finally using porridge oats
in our mud kitchen to continue our exploration mixing with mud and water developing our
imaginative skills. We are excited to develop many areas of learning through the interest of this
famous story.

Please join in with our interest to Goldilocks and the Three Bears by bringing in something
relating to the story. Please feel free to bring in a bear book, a teddy bear or a dolly to
represent goldilocks.
For Halloween we are going to be carrying out a hunt in the
garden to find some spiders, witch hats and other spooky
things. We are also going to be making pumpkin soups in the
tactile tray with lots of other ingredients to explore our
senses.

If you haven’t already, please bring in or send by email/famly some family photos ready to put
on our “who lives in your house” pictures.
Starfish

Starfish news
First of all we would like to welcome all of the new parents and children into starfish. The
children are already settling very well and getting to know their new routines
In starfish we try to encourage independence ready for school so please can we ask for parents
to provide shoes that their child can put on themselves and of course named.
What’s happening?
As autumn fast approaches and we get to the end of our summer we will be
making our role play area into a farm shop, including real fruit and
vegetables for the children to buy, touch and smell, this links in with the
Harvest Festival, we will also be including a pea pod sensory and lots of
other exciting ideas.
Each month in starfish we have a new letter of the month in which we
encourage the children to bring something in to display on our letter table and to show their
friends what they have brought in at circle time, help from parents with this really makes it a
success, our letter this month is Bb we also have a shape of the month which is Triangle and a
book of the month which is The Blue Balloon, our colour of the month is Green. We have lots of
activities planned for your children to enjoy, these will be linked with all of these areas to help
support the children’s understanding of the letter, book and shape. Some of which will include
Balloon exploders, bubble blowing, button sorting, building and not forgetting our funky fingers
area which is build a shape.

Each circle time we either have a letter bag or a shape treasure box for the children to explore,
this has been a huge success with the children and we feel it plays a big part in the children’s
learning and understanding of these areas.
We will be starting our home learning activities this month again this will be something that you
can do as a family to help you feel involved in your child’s learning...
A warm welcome to starfish from Joanne, Wendy & Abbie and Hayley

Preschool

Hello!
We hope our families are enjoying preschool! It’s been very
busy getting to know all our new children and we loved
discussing about everyone’s “All about me” bags! We have
seen some favourite toys, lovely family photos and lovely
comforters.
What’s New?
You may have noticed some staff members in preschool which you might not have seen before.
Sarah is a child’s 1-to-1 who has worked for the company for a few years and has joined us in
preschool until next July. Matt (from seashells), is also another child’s 1-to-1. Sarah and Matt
will be working with their 1-to-1 child to help them get ready for school.
Thank you to everyone who took part in our Sponsored Listen in
partnership with Usborne Books. You managed to raise £71 which has
enabled us to order some new and exciting books. THANK YOU!
We will be exploring letters D,E and F this month. D for
Dancing as we love to play musical statues and for E, we have got an EGGCELLENT
EGG EGGPERIMENT! We are really enjoying seeing the interests of the children
bringing in items, books, mark making pictures of the letters of the week!
In preschool, we encourage the children to bring in books for us to
read. Please encourage this also as we are finding a lot of toys are being bought in
and end up lost or broken. We encourage toys to do with letter of the week and
there is a basket available for them to go in on the letter’s table. We have a circle
basket outside the preschool room where we encourage books to go in. We LOVE
reading all the different books, just please make sure they have your child’s name
in it. Thank you

What’s Next?
In preschool we carry out Stay and Plays as an opportunity to invite parents and other family
members in to preschool to play alongside your child, engaging in what we do every day. Our
first one will be a

spooky stay and play across three days starting on Wednesday

the 30th, Thursday 31st October and Friday 1st November. I will send out an invite as paper for
their folders and on Famly. All we ask is that you confirm your attendance with a member of
staff.
With our new pumpkin shop up and running in our home corner, we will be talking about the
wildlife in the autumn, getting ready for winter and looking after our nature. We will be making
bird feeders using pumpkins. We will be sending home some home learning bags for an autumn
nature hunt. When these are brought back in we will discuss in circle times and use them to
create collages and even an autumnal wreath!

Classes:
Amazing kids finishes the first block sessions this month, so again we will be asking for payment
of the next half term, leading up until Christmas. Its £3 a session and the class is every Thursday
9:30 – 11:00.

Reminders:
•

Wellington boots and wetsuits to be provided and to stay at preschool.

•

If your child has developed a specific interest at home/over the weekend please let us
know so as a key worker we can extend their learning and development within the
setting.

That’s it for now!
Thank you for reading; we’re excited for what the next month holds for learning, exploration
and creativity. If you have any queries, please speak to a member of staff who will be able to
help you ☺
From Sophie, Kim, Cally and Lauren

